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Law Reform and the Legal Services Crisis

Lawrence A. Sullivan

Many of the local legal service programs supported by OEO have sought to aid poor clients through strategies which, broadly speaking, are aimed at either of two interrelated goals: first, increasing the resources society allocates to the needs of the poor either as the direct consequence of litigation or by generating, through litigation and other devices, the kinds of tensions around unmet needs that may stimulate political processes to allocate greater resources to their fulfillment; second, stimulating the creation among the poor of new organizations through which they may be able to work collectively, either through political or economic means, or both, toward the alleviation of their economic and social problems. Notably, legal service lawyers have in the past few years prosecuted and won literally dozens of cases which have made new law of potentially great significance to the poor in welfare, housing, and other areas.

* Professor of Law, University of California, Berkeley. A.B. 1948, U.C.L.A.; LL.B. 1951, Harvard University. Professor Sullivan is a member of the governing board of the National Housing and Economic Development Law Project and recently undertook an internal review of its objectives and operations at the Project's request. While this Article draws upon research performed in connection with that review, some of which was financed by a grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity, the opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not be construed as representing the opinions or policy of any agency of the United States Government.


3. Strategic planning typifies the "new" legal services approach. See text following note 55 infra.


5. E.g., Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969) (statutory provisions denying welfare on the basis of residency requirements held violative of equal protection clause); King v. Smith, 392 U.S. 309 (1968) (state "substitute father" regulation denying aid to dependent children, otherwise eligible, on ground that mother cohabits with an able bodied man held inconsistent with federal law and policy); Anderson v. Burson, 300 F. Supp. 401 (N.D. Ga. 1968) (state "employable mother" rule held to violate equal protection clause).

Lawyering of the kind that is aimed at making new law of significance for the poor is not the only element and, at least as yet, may not be the dominant element in the OEO legal service program. During the mid-1960's, when the legal services program was taking shape, there was a lively professional literature in which goals of the program and the ways in which they should be sought were debated with some vigor.\textsuperscript{8} The program has now been functioning for half a decade. It has evolved in operation a form, character, and orientation that differ in significant respects from anything that contributors to the initial debate had envisaged. Yet debate continues. Now that some of the program's more important impacts are beginning to be felt, debate has moved from the law reviews to political media and the pages of the daily paper.\textsuperscript{9}

The goal of the legal service program has been to provide quality legal services to the poor with the expectation that such services may be

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{7. E.g.}, \textit{Harris v. Harris}, 428 F.2d 806 (D.C. Cir. 1970) (suit for divorce may be brought in forma pauperis); \textit{Perry v. Grenada Municipal School Dist.}, 300 F. Supp. 748 (N.D. Miss. 1969) (blanket exclusion of unwed mothers from school violates equal protection).
\item \textit{9. Recent debate within the administration and between administration officials and members of Congress as to the direction, character, organization, and control of the legal services program has received wide media coverage. See, e.g., N.Y. Times, Oct. 8, 1970, at 33, col. 1; N.Y. Times, Nov. 16, 1970, at 12, col. 1. Governor Reagan's veto of the grant to the California Rural Legal Assistance Foundation has produced dramatic headlines. See, e.g., S.F. Examiner, Dec. 27, 1970, at 1, col. 3; S.F. Chronicle, Dec. 28, 1970, at 4, col. 1. See also \textit{Subcomm. on Employment, Manpower, and Poverty of the Senate Comm. on Labor and Public Welfare, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., Legal Services Program Under the Office of Economic Opportunity, Selected Replies to Subcommittee Questionnaire} (Comm. Print 1970) [hereinafter cited as \textit{Subcommittee Questionnaire}].
\end{itemize}
used to improve the quality of life for poor Americans.\textsuperscript{10} Whether this
goal will be realized depends in part on the skill of lawyers in the legal
services program and on the kinds of strategies they develop and use.
Decisions made at the local level, where caseload pressures are felt most
sharply, therefore are of great importance. Until very recently, OEO,
the funding agency, has attempted in various ways to give the program
a degree of coherence and direction nationally. It has sought, through
various administrative techniques, to influence major policy decisions
made at the local level. As of this moment, the grant program is still un-
der the administrative control of the Office of Legal Services, a division
of OEO, under the supervision of lawyers: a Director, a Deputy Director
and several Assistant Directors, each with a rather thin layer of bureau-
cratic support. At least until recently, the lawyers in charge of the pro-
gram were convinced that an effective program was dependent upon ag-
gressive lawyering at the local level.\textsuperscript{11} Therefore, the Office of Legal
Services has tried to attract into local offices talented young attorneys
committed to the goal of effective legal services for the poor.\textsuperscript{12} It also
has encouraged local offices to develop and employ the test case and other
so-called law reform strategies which, in addition to aiding particular
clients, might achieve significant gains for poor people generally.\textsuperscript{13} How-
ever, the present administration has favored administrative changes that
would reduce the independence and authority of the Office of Legal
Services.\textsuperscript{14} Personnel changes at the highest level have also been made
recently which may imply a turn away from the past policy.\textsuperscript{15} Each

\begin{enumerate}
  \item See generally OEO, \textit{National Guidelines for Legal Services Pro-
gram} (1966).
  \item The organizational structure of the legal services program and its develop-
ment are outlined in \textit{1 CCH Poverty L. Rep.} \textit{pp} 6050-70 (1968). \textit{See also Subcommit-
tee Questionnaire} 6-11.
  \item Presently there are 350 Reginald Heber Smith Fellows assigned to legal serv-
ces offices. \textit{Subcommittee Questionnaire} 7.
  \item Address by Earl Johnson, Jr., Harvard Conference on Law and Poverty,
March 17, 1967; OEO, \textit{supra} note 10, at 23; OEO Press Release No. 67-51, Mar. 18,
1967. It may be significant that in his last response as OEO Director to Congres-
sional inquiries about the program, Mr. Rumsfeld did not greatly emphasize reform ac-
activities. \textit{Subcommittee Questionnaire} 6-11. Compare, however, his statement that a
suit against "a governor, a secretary of agriculture, a mayor . . . or any other individual
is not only acceptable and tolerable . . . [but] desirable." Rumsfeld, \textit{Legal, Peace-
  \item See text accompanying notes 85-86 \textit{infra}.\textsuperscript{14}
  \item Personnel changes, the firing of the Legal Service Director and Deputy Di-
rector by the OEO Director in November 1970, seem to have been associated with the
effort to accomplish these administrative changes. \textit{See} \textit{N.Y. Times}, Nov. 21, 1970, at
1, col. 4. It has been argued that these discharges were part of an administration at-
tempt to convert OEO into a "holding operation." Branch, \textit{The Ordeal of Legal Serv-
\end{enumerate}
of the changes considered would have given greater control over legal services to non-lawyers within OEO, personnel whose primary responsibilities in connection with community action programs brings them into close relationship with state and local officials. Because the proposed changes may be seen as responses to the aggressive strategies adopted by some local legal service programs—and particularly to those which entail challenges to state and local programs in welfare, housing, and other areas—an inquiry into the nature of aggressive legal service strategies is appropriate. The purpose of this Article, then, is to describe the kinds of activities now being carried on within the legal services programs, to compare these with the kinds of services offered by lawyers in other settings, and to express my conclusions as to the kind of legal services program that the legal profession ought to support now and in the future.

I

THE LEGAL SERVICES PROGRAM

Let us first describe the magnitude, functions, and operations of OEO-funded legal service offices in broad terms. Financially, the program has been among the most modestly supported of all the OEO programs. Currently, funding is at the annual level of about $54 million.

This sum supports administration of the program and 260 neighborhood legal service grantees operating 850 neighborhood law offices staffed by 1850 full-time lawyers and 350 “Reggies” in 49 states.

If the quality of the legal service offered to the poor is really a serious national concern, the inference seems warranted that either greater resources must be introduced or much more severe rationing must be resorted to. In 1968, for example, a case load of 282,000 cases was handled by 1,800 lawyers (more than 156 cases per lawyer) at an average cost of $168 per case.

A large percentage of these cases necessarily had to be disposed of on an assembly line basis.

The legal entanglements of the poor are not amenable to artless lawyering. One major area in which the poor use legal services is in dealing with family law problems. Poverty can distort human relationships; hopelessness and abortive efforts to cope with delinquencies of various kinds incessantly give rise to marital, juvenile, and other family

16. SUBCOMMITTEE QUESTIONAIRE 6-7.
17. “Reggies” are young lawyers recruited into the legal services program through Reginal Herber Smith Fellowship awards funded by OEO. The program is discussed in Bramberger, Reflections on Legal Services for the Poor, 25 LEGAL AID BRIEF-CASE 194, 195-96 (1967).
18. SUBCOMMITTEE QUESTIONAIRE 6-11.
problems, often of a serious nature.\textsuperscript{20} Even if dealt with on the basis of legal standards responsive to middle-class norms, the family law problems of the poor are likely to be at least as complex as those of the middle-class client. This alone marks an average cost figure of $168 per case as inadequate. But an adequate response to the family problems of poor clients may often require far more than is called for in the case of a typical middle-class client. Divorce, separation, custody, adoption, and other matters may call for a different analysis and a different response where the clients live in a poverty setting than where they live in relative affluence. The lawyer handling these cases may find himself pressing for novel judicial responses. More lawyering, not less, will often be essential.

In other areas the indications are similar. More than 25 million poor Americans\textsuperscript{21} are profoundly dependent on the fair and accurate administration of convoluted welfare, relief, and other aid regulations which give rise to issues of statutory construction, administrative procedure, and constitutional law. It is possible to ignore these kinds of legal issues; they were ignored for years. But we are deluding ourselves if we believe that they can be adequately handled at modest cost per case. Again, the poor face an endless housing crisis and attendant problems with landlords, public and private.\textsuperscript{22} These involvements give rise to statutory, common law, and constitutional issues as to which cohesive rules are just beginning to be developed. Similarly, the poor are a source of income to sellers of goods and purveyors of credit, who may structure "deals" which the poor often must either take or go wanting.\textsuperscript{23} Responding effectively to these kinds of problems may require elaboration of broad provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code, tight analysis of truth-in-lending and other consumer protection statutes, or innovative proceedings before the Federal Trade Commission or state agencies. In short, the day-to-day problems with which the poor must live are likely to generate problems that, if treated as legal problems at all, cannot

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
be intelligently dealt with except through lawyering of the highest caliber. If quality legal services is a serious goal, one must expect higher costs per case in this area than encountered for other client groups.

Statistics on the nature of legal service case loads and the ways in which cases are disposed of are of limited help in developing a picture of the way legal services business is actually handled. Statistical categories are necessarily broad and fail to signify differences in intensity. Moreover, poverty law offices vary widely in orientation and quality. Even within a single office one may find two very different orientations—for example, one young lawyer working solely on a few seemingly significant test cases and another older lawyer with an old-line legal aid background devoting himself to a heavy, service-oriented case load, involving, perhaps, a large number of uncontested divorces, suits for child support, and the like, all of which are handled in methodical, but conventional, ways. Still, the available data supports the impression that at current funding levels many of the legal problems of poor clients must be handled in a perfunctory way. A major deficiency in the conventional legal aid approach was that massive caseload pressures allowed only limited, routine service. While it was hoped that OEO funding would make better service generally available, the statistics suggest that this goal remains a long way off. OEO-funded neighborhood legal service offices carry caseloads that are very similar in terms of subject matter areas to those that have for many years been carried by old-line legal aid offices; while OEO-funded offices are somewhat more prone to litigation, cases are, by and large, disposed of in similar ways by each type of office.24

It may be, then, that OEO has been successful in stimulating a more vigorous and aggressive professional posture among legal service lawyers than is found in the traditional legal aid setting. There seems little doubt that several of the OEO-funded programs in major metropolitan areas on the east and west coasts, a few of those in the Midwest, and programs like California Rural Legal Assistance are performing not only aggressively, but effectively and imaginatively.25 Many of these major programs have large, able law reform units which initiate test case litigation. Yet, many smaller offices, and some large ones, continue to function in more conventional ways.

24. The basic source for data on legal aid services is E. Brownell, Legal Aid in the United States (1951, Supp. 1961). Statistical studies contrasting the work of the OEO-funded neighborhood legal service offices and the work of conventional legal aid offices suggest that caseloads and categories of cases are generally similar, but that OEO offices may dispose of somewhat more cases by litigation and somewhat fewer by advice only. See S. Levitan, The Great Society's Poor Law 177-89 (1969); Stiegler, All for the Sake of Statistics, 28 Legal Aid BrieFCase 101 (1970).

II

LAW REFORM AND LEGAL SERVICES

In 1967, Earl Johnson, then Director of the Office of Legal Services, marked law reform as the priority goal of the program. He called for a concerted effort among poverty lawyers to identify legal issues having significant impacts on the poor as a class and to change the law through carefully prosecuted test cases and through drafting of and support for new legislation. Deliberate efforts have since been made by the Office to turn the program toward these ends. Encouragement has been given to all such undertakings already being carried on by funded local units. Wide publicity has been given to these so-called reform activities. Guidelines and other publications have exhorted all funded offices to adopt this kind of an approach.

Some success has been achieved by those legal services attorneys who have climbed out from under the caseload and focused their attention on major problems. For example, when the Attorney General and OEO jointly convened a Conference on Poverty Law five years ago, crucial problems in the welfare area were summarized as follows:

Rulings have not always appeared humane or rational: aid is denied to families with more than one illegitimate child; homes are classified as "unsuitable" where an illegitimate child has been born after assistance began; "employable" mothers are required to leave their children to the care of others and go to work; benefits are terminated on finding a "man in the house" regardless of his status or contribution to the support of the family; aid is refused newcomers who immigrated from other states without a "definite plan of support."

Today, through test cases brought by poverty lawyers, residency requirements for welfare recipients have been declared unconstitutional, and both the "man-in-the-house" rule and the "employable mother" rule have been invalidated. Again, in dealing with housing problems the conference participants focused upon retaliatory evictions against tenants for complaining about housing code violations.

26. Id.
27. As recently as May 1970, Donald Rumsfeld, then director of OEO, conceded the need for law reform activities of legal services lawyers. He informed a congressional subcommittee that one of the purposes of the legal services program was "[u]se of the judicial system and administrative process to effect changes in the laws and institutions which unfairly and adversely affect the poor." SUBCOMMITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE 7.
32. NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LAW AND POVERTY, supra note 28, at 12.
the efforts of poverty lawyers, decisions declaring such evictions to be invalid have been obtained in some jurisdictions. 33

The Office of Legal Services has tried in a number of ways to encourage even more law reform activity. The best of these has been the back-up center, an approach that grew out of the experience of the privately endowed Center on Social Welfare Policy and Law at Columbia University. 34 The Center, now funded by OEO, was established in 1965. It drew upon the resources of the school of social welfare, the law school, and other departments at Columbia to introduce a novel element into the welfare system: critical scrutiny of the substantive content and the administration of the system by skilled professionals committed to the interests of the poor. The Center developed legal materials on such issues as residency requirements, substitute father rules, search and investigation practices, family grant maxima, use of penal measures to impose behavioral constraints on recipients, and fair hearing procedures. 35 The major successes, noted earlier, 36 that have thus far been achieved by poverty lawyers in attacking welfare practices zeroed in on problems the Center had studied. Many of these successes can be traced directly to the output of the Center.

Encouraged by the success of the Welfare Center, the Office of Legal Services began to engage the resources of other universities in other subject matter areas. A back-up center was funded at Boston College to study consumer law problems, at the University of California at Berkeley to deal with housing and economic development issues, at Harvard to focus on legal issues affecting education of the poor, and at the University of California at Los Angeles to study law relating to health problems of the poor. 37 While the form and scope of these operations have varied somewhat from campus to campus, the basic concept is the same for all.

It is too early for a final assessment of the value of the back-up centers and their contribution to increasing the quality and significance of local legal services. Output has varied, partly because some of the centers have been operating for longer periods than others, partly because

34. The history of the Center is reviewed in Note, Beyond The Neighborhood Office—OEO's Special Grants in Legal Services, 56 Geo. L.J. 742, 756-60 (1968).
35. See CENTER ON SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY AND LAW, 1967-68 PROPOSAL 7 (1968); CENTER ON SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY AND LAW, REPORT AND PROSPECTUS (1967).
36. See note 5 supra.
37. OEO, Memorandum to Legal Services Project Directors re Back Up Center Pamphlet, Sept. 11, 1970.
some work is in more tractable subject matter areas than others, and partly, no doubt, because of differences in the congeniality of their university settings and in the quality of and priorities adopted by center leadership and personnel. Yet there is little doubt that, if adequately supported, the centers may in time help to diffuse among poverty lawyers generally elements now found only in the best of the local programs: comprehensive investigation; thorough analysis of fact, law, and policy; and careful planning of a sequence of responses.

III

THE HOUSING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LAW PROJECT:
A CASE STUDY

The activities of the Housing and Economic Development Law Project, housed in the School of Law of the University of California at Berkeley, afford an opportunity to examine in some detail the role of the back-up center in promoting and supporting the law reform activities of local legal service offices. This, in turn, should facilitate a better understanding of the law reform aspect of the legal services program.

The first grant to the Housing and Economic Development Law Project was announced in August 1968. Initially, the Project focused attention upon four areas: slum housing and private landlord-tenant relations, public housing, FHA programs, and urban planning and redevelopment programs. Later, economic development programs for poor communities were added as another major area for study. In each of these areas the Project has sought to comprehend the social, economic, and legal interrelationships affecting the poor, to identify how existing law or public policy adversely affects the poor, to identify feasible changes in law and public policy that would provide significant gains for the poor, to work out strategies for legal action that would maximize the chances of obtaining these changes, and to find efficient ways of assisting local legal service offices to implement these strategies on behalf of their clients. Further, the Project has sought ways to make the social and economic problems of the poor more visible in order that political and governmental processes will be compelled to deal with them. Finally, the Project has attempted to catalyze the organization of poor clients around problems that can be dealt with through the kinds of interventions that lawyers are skilled at providing. The purpose here is not primarily to evaluate the soundness of any

---

strategies developed by the Project, nor is a comprehensive review of the full range of Project activities here undertaken. The aim, rather, is to disclose the nature and character of selected Project functions that typify the aggressive kind of lawyering now to be found in some legal services programs.

A. Activities in the Private Sector

The work of the Project has spanned a wide range in dealing with privately owned slum housing. Initially, it sought ways to upgrade the quality of local legal service lawyering in connection with summary eviction proceedings, a major litigation category in many local offices. Manuals were prepared and disseminated discussing the range of possible procedural defenses to summary eviction—defenses which are often the key to successful negotiations. To give one example, the idea that housing code violations might be a defense to eviction proceedings had been discussed in poverty law circles for several years, but no local legal service office had fully developed it. Drawing upon several diverse legal theories, the Project prepared model materials to argue that by reason of significant code violations a property owner lost his right to utilize summary eviction proceedings.40 Other Project activities in the landlord-tenant area have included preparation of analytical and practice-oriented materials on "slumlordism" as a tort,41 rent withholding, and receivership statutes. Local legal services lawyers, with the assistance of and materials prepared by the Project, are beginning to move the law of landlord and tenant out of the grip of 19th century caveat emptor concepts.42 Additionally, the Project has assisted legal services lawyers in drafting and sponsoring modern legislation.

The Project has also studied the emerging area of tenant unionism: efforts have been made to identify the particular kinds of situations where this strategy shows promise of working; tenant management techniques and problems have been canvassed; potential strategies for tenant organizations have been evaluated from the legal and the practical perspectives. The Project not only disseminated materials among local legal service offices48 but conducted workshops and provided staff lawyers as consultants to local offices seeking help. Very recently, model

40. These and other materials prepared by the Project for local legal services offices are published by Prentice-Hall, Inc., in NATIONAL HOUSING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LAW PROJECT, HANDBOOK ON HOUSING LAW (1969) [hereinafter cited as PROJECT HANDBOOK], a two volume looseleaf manual comprehending the area of housing and development law and public and private landlord-tenant law.
42. See cases cited note 6 supra.
43. 2 PROJECT HANDBOOK ch. I, at 7-127.
legislation dealing with landlord-tenant collective bargaining has been prepared and analyzed. Because of these Project activities, legal services lawyers have been armed with the technical know-how essential to the effective use of tools which, in some settings, have great potential for the achievement of significant gains for the poor. In circumstances where tenant organization is feasible and landlords operate as professionals on a significant scale, impacts can be made upon a number of problems concerning poor clients: housing quality and maintenance, the absolute level of and interrelationships among rental rates, the level and quality of services, eviction practices and procedures, and so on. Tenants, moreover, are given a sense of participation in decisions that have important consequences upon the quality of their lives.

B. Activities in the Public Sector

In dealing with public housing, the Project has performed comparable functions. Of particular interest is a strategy built around the modernization program sponsored by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Under this program, HUD made funds for upgrading the physical condition and management policies of public housing units available to local housing authorities. The Project informed legal services attorneys about the program's details and developed a strategy to enable the tenants to develop their own analysis of physical and managerial inadequacies. Through this approach, as in the case of successful tenant union activities, poor clients could be given an opportunity to affect decisions important to them, and in addition, resources allocated by HUD to their needs could be channelled into those specific areas of deepest concern to the intended beneficiary group. Legal services attorneys using this strategy have focused upon managerial as well as physical modernization. Responding to the interests of poor clients, they have pressed, in many cases with considerable success, for the establishment of grievance procedures, specification of grounds for eviction, prior notification of inspections, and recognition of tenant representatives for continued negotiation on these and related matters.

46. The provisions of the Modernization Program, promulgated pursuant to Low Rent Housing Act § 8, 42 U.S.C. § 1408 (1964), are set forth in HUD, Low Rent Housing: The Modernization Program Handbook 1 (RHA 7485.1, June 1969). The program is intended to assist local housing authorities in "upgrading those low-rent housing projects which, for reasons of physical condition, location and outmoded management policies, adversely affect the quality of living of the tenants." Id.
47. See A. Hirshen, The HUD Modernization Program 22-26, passim (National Legal Aid and Defender Ass'n Monograph No. 4, 1970).
The Project has also prepared and distributed to local poverty law offices analytical materials, comparable to those discussed in connection with private housing, concerning management standards and procedures in public housing. Areas covered include tenant selection, eviction, and rental rates. Local legal services offices have been encouraged to engage concepts of substantive and procedural fairness in dealing with these matters, which were previously thought subject to the unreviewable discretion of the manager hired by the local housing authority.

Of equal importance, the Project has acted, in effect, as Washington counsel for the poor in connection with public housing issues. It has prepared model public housing lease provisions designed to give public housing tenants the kinds of contractual protections against arbitrary public landlord action that any lawyer would seek to obtain for his client under a negotiated private lease. Working closely with the National Tenants Organization, the Project has presented these model provisions to the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and has persuaded that department to promulgate regulations requiring that several of the model provisions be included in leases used in all federally assisted public housing. Most recently, HUD implemented Project-recommended regulations requiring local authorities to provide procedures for tenants to obtain representation and to deal with tenant representatives.

The Project has also received numerous requests to assist in drafting legislation of interest to the poor, such as the Brooke Amendment to the Housing Act, and to comment on pending legislative proposals. It was also invited to participate in a conference of top level officials to discuss basic administration strategy in dealing with urban problems.

These efforts have yielded some subtle values beyond substantive changes in lease provisions. HUD hearings have brought together

54. The conference, working under an agenda entitled "Strategic Urban Decisions of the 70's," was held at Airle House in Warrenton, Virginia, on August 6, 7, and 8, 1970. The Project argued against heavy reliance upon a dispersal policy, which empha-
representatives of such diverse groups as the National Association of Real Estate Boards, the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials, the United States Conference of Mayors, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and the National Tenants Organization. Through these sessions, problems encountered in public housing administration have been aired in structured settings with focus upon concrete proposals for change. All of the various participants in the process of financing, building, managing, and living in public housing have developed greater understanding of the needs, interests, and motivations of others who participate; a climate more conducive to significant responses to long-ignored needs has been created.  

C. Development of Complex Strategies

The overall utility of efforts such as those described above are difficult to gauge. The direct costs of supporting the Project have been modest. But most of the Project's efforts are aimed at upgrading the quality of local legal services in the housing area, and to the extent that the Project is successful, it diverts local legal service resources from one kind of deployment to another. A number of the Project strategies outlined above seem simple, efficient, and effective; even the smallest local offices can substantially improve their performance by assigning one attorney to familiarize himself with the Project's materials. But a few Project strategies are highly complex; to be utilized at all, these demand a heavy commitment of time from skilled personnel within the local offices.

A threshold question is whether a particular local office has lawyers on its staff whose interests and skills make it feasible to pursue a complex strategy. At best, substantial time may have to be spent in developing new skills and gathering information both about applicable law and policy and about local programs and conditions. In general, this has been feasible in the larger programs in major urban areas; with few exceptions, smaller offices have been ill equipped to utilize complex stra-

55. The results of these meetings, from the point of view of local development officials, is summarized in National Ass'n of Housing and Redevelopment Officials, NAHRO's Role in the Development of a Model Lease and Grievance Procedures for LHA's, Dec. 21, 1970. While noting points of disagreement with the Project and various tenant groups, this release emphasized areas of accord. See, e.g., id. at 2.

56. OEO Grants Nos. CG-8530 A/O and CG-8416 to the University of California provide the Project with support for a professional staff consisting of 12 lawyers, a planner, and a political scientist.
tegies. Even assuming legal service resources are available in a given program for deployment to a complex housing strategy, the question must be asked: What are the likely pay-offs and what are the lost-opportunity costs incurred in undertaking a complex strategy?

The level of sophistication in legal services lawyering that some Project strategies demand can be demonstrated by a review of some of the work which has been done in connection with urban planning and development programs. In any urban area, the range of public planning and development activity going on at any given time is likely to be both vast in amount and complex in form and impact. Typically, it will include highway development, public clearance and redevelopment programs (primarily in downtown areas), conservation and rehabilitation projects, code enforcement projects, perhaps the development of some public housing, and programs for rebuilding or improving public facilities as varied as sewage treatment plants and public office buildings. The quality of the planning and administration that informs these programs varies enormously from area to area and even among separate municipalities within the same urban region. Though the values informing local decisions have often been multidimensional, major ingredients have typically included desires to stimulate the local economy and to relieve local tax pressure by increasing the tax base and decreasing service costs. Though much of the federal grant-in-aid legislation through which such programs are supported is intended to aid the poor, the interests of the poor have in many cities been paid scant heed.

It is not merely that programs aimed at responding specifically to the needs of the poor have been rare. Far worse than this, development programs have often imposed enormous burdens upon the poor. When an urban expressway is designed, it may be laid out so as to spare the best urban property, which would be most expensive and economically wasteful to acquire, and which would reduce the tax base most significantly. As a result, an urban expressway may cut a wide swath through areas of old, low-cost housing, substantially reducing the housing stock available to the poor; cohesive minority group communities may be destroyed, and uncompensated hardships placed on poor families forced to move without adequate relocation assistance.

Urban redevelopment projects may have similar impacts. Though purportedly aimed at slum clearance and the provision of better housing, such projects may actually be designed to clear areas of old, low-cost housing in order to make way for commercial, industrial, or luxury hous-

57. OEO, CATALOG OF FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS (1967), lists 459 federal aid programs designed in whole or in part to aid poor Americans.
58. The literature diagnosing these problems is enormous. For a representative collection of papers, see THE URBAN CONDITION 97-200 (L. Duhl ed. 1963).
ing uses. Though federal aid for these projects is subject to the statutory condition that there be a feasible plan for relocating displaced families in sound housing, many relocation plans have in fact been grossly inadequate and, at times, transparent shams. So with the whole range of public development programs: housing code enforcement may displace more families than it helps; public improvement programs may focus on the needs of the business community and the middle class instead of the poor. Often, the urban poor are politically weak and their interests ill-represented in decisionmaking processes at the local level.

D. Development of a Comprehensive Approach

Efforts by poverty lawyers, often with Project assistance, to deal with these kinds of problems in connection with single development proposals have had some success. The Project, however, set for itself the goal of developing a comprehensive approach that might be used to force municipalities to come to terms with the housing needs of the poor in connection with all public development activities. The approach recognizes that a housing crisis for urban poor is the result of a complex set of interactions, but asserts that one element which, over time, has a significant impact (whether to alleviate or deepen the crisis) is the direction and thrust of public development investment. The task was to identify legal requirements through which legal services lawyers representing poor residents might be able to influence significant decisions by cities as to the allocation of resources devoted to development. The comprehensive strategy ultimately developed was predicated upon the workable program requirement of the Housing Act of 1954.

The 1954 Act imposed as a condition of federal aid to municipalities for public housing redevelopment and renewal that the city

60. See S. Greer, URBAN RENEWAL AND AMERICAN CITIES 56-64, 70-73, 91-97, 101-10 (1965); Fried, Grieving for a Lost Home, in THE URBAN CONDITION 151 (L. Duhl ed. 1963); Gans, The Human Implications of Current Redevelopment and Relocation Planning, 25 J. AM. INST. PLANNERS 17 (1959). Now that relocation plans are judicially reviewable, inadequacies are beginning to be demonstrated in court. See cases cited note infra.
61. For example, in a number of crucial cases courts have enjoined redevelopment projects upon a showing that the relocation plan for displaced residents was inadequate. E.g., Tenants & Owners in Opposition to Redevelopment v. HUD, Civil No. 69324 (N.D. Cal., Apr. 30, 1970); Western Addition Community Org. v. Weaver, 294 F. Supp. 433 (N.D. Cal. 1968).
prepare and regularly revise a "workable program" for community renewal. The workable program was to provide for code enforcement, comprehensive planning, and inspection to identify developing blight. Most importantly, it was to utilize a suitable administrative organization, to specify the financial resources devoted to implementing it, and to provide for relocating displaced residents in safe and sanitary housing.

Though this statutory provision obviously envisaged comprehensive local efforts to attack deteriorated housing as a condition to federal redevelopment aid, the provision was for years under administered. Until 1969 any city ready to cope with the necessary paper work could as a practical matter provide HUD with a thin, statistical veneer suggestive of study and planning and thereby qualify for aid.

Though probably not intended to represent significant substantive changes, new HUD guidelines for the workable program indicated that to retain eligibility for aid municipalities were required to submit a workable program every two years showing the status of municipal activity in four areas: planning, citizen participation, code enforcement, and housing and relocation. A city was to identify major problems in each area and show specifically what it was doing to cure them. The Project saw the substantive and citizen participation requirements spelled out in these new guidelines as affording an opportunity for broad challenges to municipal planning and development programs that dealt harshly with the poor. Project lawyers also saw the guidelines as providing substantial leverage: if HUD were persuaded to deny certification to a deficient program, the statutory sanction would be to cut off the flow of federal funds to the city.

Though reasonably simple in concept, the workable program strategy is highly complex in implementation. The strategy received one of its first full-scale tests in San Francisco, where for a variety of reasons, the potential for success seemed high. Let us look at that experience.

In 1969, the housing situation of the poor in San Francisco was much the same as that in most large American cities—quantitatively and

66. Covered grant-in-aid programs include the Urban Renewal Program, the Neighborhood Development Program, the Concentrated Code Enforcement Program, the Interim Assistance for Blighted Areas Program, the Demolition Grant Program, the Community Renewal Program, and the General Neighborhood Renewal Program. 1 Project Handbook ch. II, pt. I, at 13-14.
67. See HUD, Workable Program for Community Improvement ii-iii (1968).
68. The description which follows of the workable program strategy in San Francisco draws upon M. Bozeman, San Francisco and the Workable Program: A Case Study, May 2, 1970 (unpublished paper, National Housing and Economic Development Law Project), and upon interviews by the author with the Project attorneys.
qualitatively inadequate. Over time, development decisions had tended to make the problems even more severe. Nonetheless, the city was one where it appeared that the Project's proposed strategy might be productive. San Francisco's workable program was about to come up for HUD review. The city was served by a legal service foundation that had succeeded in attracting skilled and imaginative lawyers and that had had considerable experience in dealing with development issues. Community organization in ghetto areas was strong, aggressive, and vocal, yet ready to work "within the system" for constructive change. The city, moreover, had reason to respond constructively to claims made by legal service lawyers in behalf of poor residents. Legal service lawyers, assisted by Project attorneys, had already had significant success in forcing the city to meet its obligations under federal law: two major urban renewal projects had been halted by federal court decrees on the ground that they failed to meet statutory prerequisites for an acceptable plan for the relocation of displaced families in safe and sanitary dwellings.70

In this setting, the workable program strategy was implemented by Project attorneys working with local legal service lawyers. Clients who resided in areas adversely affected by redevelopment decisions (some of whom had been parties to the earlier litigation) were advised about the strategy and its potential for forcing the city to come to terms with housing needs on a comprehensive basis. Gradually, with the encouragement of Project attorneys, a city-wide coalition of community groups was put together. The group came to be known as the San Francisco Task Force for a Workable Program. It was far broader than a coalition of leaders from organizations within the poor and minority communities: it also included clergymen, planners, architects, and lawyers, some of whom enjoyed a degree of local prominence and all of whom possessed good credentials for civic activity. As this coalition was built, substantial time was spent by Project attorneys explaining the requirements of federal law and their potential, discussing tactical issues, and generally counselling the emerging community organization.

The Task Force sought initially to participate in the preparation of the city's new workable program that was to be submitted to HUD. Task Force members were given audience with a subcommittee of the Board of Supervisors and with the Mayor, but failed to obtain any commitment either that they would be consulted or allowed to participate. A Task Force subcommittee nevertheless went to work, drawing upon the housing, architectural, planning, and legal experts brought to-

69. The most comprehensive available study of development processes in San Francisco is ARTHUR D. LITTLE, INC., COMMUNITY RENEWAL PROGRAMMING (1966).
70. See cases cited note 61 supra.
gether in the group. The city's prior workable program was analyzed and deficiencies between promise and performance were noted. A detailed set of proposals for housing code changes and for a code enforcement program were worked out. These were predicated on low interest improvement loans, which would facilitate bringing deficient property up to liveable levels, rather than upon rigid enforcement, which might remove property from the diminishing housing stock. Planning and programming proposals were also prepared. Throughout, Project attorneys drafted documents, gathered information, and consulted as to goals and policy, coordinating the work of Task Force members. While this work went on, several meetings were held with representatives of city departments who were preparing the city's workable program. Some city officials were very responsive, and meetings were in some instances informative and congenial. Others, as might be expected, were less ready to engage in dialogue with the Task Force. Generally, a Project lawyer or a local legal service lawyer was responsible for Task Force presentations at these sessions.

By midsummer, Task Force efforts that had begun late in the spring eventuated in a comprehensive set of proposals. Among the responses called for were: providing substantial additional low-rent units in those redevelopment areas that had earlier been stalled by litigation; halting all displacements in connection with public construction until adequate relocation housing was available; centralizing all relocation responsibility in the Mayor's office; implementing a rental assistance program; providing low-interest loans to bring properties up to code; gathering comprehensive information, including data on demolition and new construction and a vacant-land inventory; adopting a land use policy that will assure maximum use of available sites for housing. Other proposals included the creation of a housing development corporation, initiation of a receivership program for renovation of below standard units, and an ordinance requiring that replacement units be available before any permit be granted for the demolition of housing for new private construction. Additionally, a number of procedural and planning proposals were made, as well as proposals for continuing citizen participation in fashioning urban development policy.71

Efforts by the Task Force to induce the city to adopt its proposals as part of its new workable program took many forms, including consultation and negotiation with city officials, presentations to a city council committee and to the entire council, and efforts to mobilize opinion through publicity. None were successful. In winter 1969, the city

adopted its own workable program proposal.\textsuperscript{72} The document was a conventional one. It explained away past deficiencies, focused more on fiscal problems than on substantive needs, and qualified its commitments for the future, perhaps to reduce the risk that later performance would be found wanting.

When the draft workable program was made public, the Task Force published a highly critical document, \textit{The Shame of San Francisco}, which was given wide coverage in the metropolitan press.\textsuperscript{73} While this effort both to document deficiencies in the city’s program in a hard-headed way and, at the same time, to generate political support for a better program did not stimulate a significant response from the city, \textit{The Shame of San Francisco} became the basis for an administrative complaint to HUD urging that the city’s workable program be rejected. Ultimately, in March 1970, HUD decided that the city’s workable program was deficient, though correctable. In specifying the plan’s shortcomings, HUD’s notification to the city largely echoed the Task Force’s basic complaints.\textsuperscript{74}

While the long term effects of the Task Force’s efforts are difficult to appraise, its leadership is convinced that it is having a significant, beneficial influence on the city’s responses to the needs of the poor. In a report to its membership, the Chairman listed three major achievements: improvements in the city’s repair and demolition program; preparation by the city’s planning department of an inventory of sites for public housing; and initiation of a housing improvement program calling for the funding of a housing development corporation, increased municipal rent assistance, and code enforcement designed to minimize displacement.\textsuperscript{75}

The San Francisco scenario is fairly typical of those which are now being played out in such cities as New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, and Bridgeport, where the workable program strategy has also been invoked. In some of these cities responses comparable to that in San Francisco are being achieved at the municipal level.\textsuperscript{76} In at least one—Camden, New Jersey—litigation is now in progress,\textsuperscript{77} and it is too early to assess results.


\textsuperscript{73} \textit{E.g.}, S.F. Chronicle, Nov. 24, 1969, at 1, col. 1.

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Compare} Letter from Samuel C. Jackson, Assistant Secretary of HUD, to Joseph Alioto, Mayor of San Francisco, Mar. 24, 1970, \textit{with} \textit{Citizens Emergency Task Force for a Workable Housing Policy}, \textit{supra} note 71.

\textsuperscript{75} Report of William McCabe to members of the San Francisco Citizens Task Force for a Workable Housing Policy (undated, circulated in Winter 1970).

\textsuperscript{76} See Letter from Kenneth Phillips, Director of the National Housing and Economic Development Law Project, to Terry Lenzner, OEO, Aug. 11, 1970.

There is another less tangible gain to be found in efforts like the workable program strategy. One goal of law reform activity by poverty lawyers, and certainly of most major undertakings in the housing law area, is to make visible the too easily ignored problems of the poor. In the past, there has been a great deal of legislation, particularly at the national level, that in terms deals with real problems of the poor. But however well conceived, programs for the poor are usually inadequately funded. And many programs aimed at least in part at helping the poor become subverted in administration to other ends; redevelopment and renewal are, perhaps, prime examples.

Efforts like those in San Francisco are unlikely, of themselves, to significantly increase the housing stock. But they can draw the problems of the poor into the mainstream of urban decisionmaking. They force officialdom at the local and national levels to face the problem, assess it, and either respond to it or deliberately refuse to do so. They also engage a degree of interest in opinion-forming media, obviously an important element in the political processes that affect urban life. They inhibit the opportunities of society as a whole to dissemble about what it is doing for or to the poor; they deprive those in public life of the pretense that serious problems are being seriously met merely by passing statutes which are either under funded or distorted in administration.

Political force invites political reaction. Reactions have been generated here in the form of efforts by municipal officials to induce HUD to water down workable program regulations or to administer them less vigorously. It may well be that the workable program requirement will also be attacked in Congress. Yet even these responses may be seen as processes through which evasion and pretense are ended. An important public issue is being thrust in explicit terms into forums where it will have to be faced and frankly decided; opportunities for sham responses to real problems are being reduced. And poverty lawyers, it may be hoped, will represent the interests of their clients in Washington, as well as at the municipal level; in any forthcoming legislative fight over the workable program requirement, the municipal lobby ought not to be the only one heard from.

IV
EVALUATION FROM A PROFESSIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Throughout this Article we have seen examples of the activities that typify the law reform efforts of legal services lawyers. These efforts can be evaluated in traditional terms by balancing the gains and costs

78. See San Francisco Citizen's Task Force for a Workable Housing Policy, San Francisco's Workable Program One Year Later (1971).
of the specific strategies and programs undertaken. Such an evaluation, however, would fail to take into account the independent value of fostering sophisticated lawyering in the local legal service offices themselves. I submit that providing the poor with an independent professional resource capable of highly sophisticated responses will initiate a process by which the poor, through their lawyers, will in time learn to link more effectively with society as a whole.

Highly skilled lawyers for the poor are a new but growing corps of professionals. As yet, they have few settled norms or standards, few tried and true professional responses. Poverty lawyers are only beginning to see the potential uses of independent legal services. Yet legal service strategies aimed at large impacts are already under political attack. The attack comes, primarily, from those concerned about suits by legal service lawyers against agencies of state, local, and federal government. Lawyers can, perhaps, contribute to the debate by viewing such legal service activities from a professional perspective. Legal service lawyers do not represent the public; they do not represent agencies of government, state or federal. They are supported by the federal government to be lawyers for the poor. Unless it be assumed that the program ought not to provide capable and effective lawyers to the poor, the issue, then, is whether impact strategies used by legal service lawyers constitute good lawyering—that is, whether these activities represent the kinds of responses that capable and responsible attorneys who represent poor clients ought to be making, given the objectives of their clients, the possible ways of achieving those objectives, and the range of activities in which it is proper and feasible for a lawyer to engage.

As noted earlier, case disposition statistics indicate that even to-

79. See, e.g., Robb, Controversial Cases and the Legal Service Program, 56 A.B.A.J. 329 (1970), which warns that, without more vigorous support from the bar, the legal service program may not survive governmental resentment. Governor Reagan's controversial veto of a renewal grant to California Rural Legal Assistance provides an enlightening case study to test Mr. Robb's thesis. The veto was widely reported in the press as an attack on a legal services organization that had successfully challenged many of the Governor's own programs. See, e.g., N.Y. Times, Dec. 28, 1970, at 22, col. 3; S.F. Examiner, Dec. 27, 1970, at 1, col. 5. The veto is stated to be based upon "gross and deliberate violations of federal regulations," which are documented in Cal. Office of Economic Opportunity, A Study and Evaluation of California Rural Legal Assistance, Inc. (1971). This 283 page report charges CRLA with affording criminal representation [id. at 158-67], disregarding client eligibility standards [id. at 168-74], soliciting clients to stir up litigation [id. at 175-91], and otherwise failing to comply with the terms of its grant. CRLA, requesting an evidentiary hearing, has answered these charges in detail. CRLA, Report to the Office of Economic Opportunity (1971). OEO has appointed a commission to study the disputed issues. See S.F. Examiner & Chronicle, Feb. 7, 1971, This World (Magazine), at 5, col. 4, which reviews the history of the controversy. See also Arnold, Whither Legal Services, Juris Doctor, Feb. 1971, at 3.

80. See note 24 supra and accompanying text.
day, half a decade after the legal service program was initiated, poverty cases of all types are likely to be disposed of either by consultation, negotiation, or litigation. This is a surprisingly narrow list. Lawyers representing other client groups routinely engage in a wide range of functions not comprehended by the three categories into which service for the poor seem so easily to fit. Efforts by the larger, better staffed, and more aggressive of the local legal services programs—efforts like those being developed, supported, and encouraged by the back-up centers—can fairly be characterized, therefore, as attempts to bring lawyering for the poor into the professional mainstream. To the extent these efforts are successful, they provide for poor clients legal services of high quality which conform to the best traditions of the legal profession.

What are the functions which, in general, lawyers may be expected to perform? An American Bar Foundation pamphlet describes the functions of the lawyer in general practice as follows:

The range of legal matters that private practitioners undertake is as broad as the law and legal institutions themselves. Private practitioners help form organizations—business corporations, trade groups and labor organizations, charitable institutions, clubs, and societies; they negotiate contracts . . . ; they devise . . . security devices . . . ; they negotiate and draft terms of settlement of legal disputes; they advise clients in connection with litigation and represent them in court and before administrative tribunals; and they "lobby" in the legislature. . . .

In his planning, the lawyer aims at arrangements that will achieve the client's immediate objectives, safeguard his larger interests, regularize the means by which his objectives are achieved, and prevent him from becoming embroiled in legal controversy. The lawyer in private practice is therefore not only an advocate, legal counselor, and a draftsman, he is also something of a business and political statesman, a management consultant, an ethical counsel, and a medium for form, order and cooperative activity. To an extent unparalleled elsewhere, the lawyer in private practice in the United States is intimately and pervasively involved in the management of his client's affairs. 81

Few lawyers who have engaged in a conventional private practice would dispute these assertions. Lawyers in their conventional professional roles identify with their clients' interests and accept their clients'

81. AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION, THE LEGAL PROFESSION IN THE UNITED STATES 9-10 (1965). See also Q. JOHNSTONE & D. HOPSON, LAWYERS AND THEIR WORK 77-130 (1967), which categorizes lawyers' tasks as follows: Advice; negotiation; drafting; litigation; investigation; legal research and analysis; lobbying; acting as broker; public relations; adjudication; financing; property management; referrals; supervision of others; emotional support; acting as scapegoat; and business getting.
basic objectives. They are result-oriented. They are analytical. Taking the basic structural elements of a problem context as given, a lawyer will seek to identify the constraints which are capable of being varied by techniques such as persuasion, the application of economic leverage, or the manipulation of legal or political institutions, and to work out ways of influencing these variables in order to achieve his client's goal or a near approach to it. This may take many forms. For example, it may mean persuading a businessman to take a particular course of action by developing a sense of his situation and his interests and negotiating with him with respect to these. It may mean finding someone with money to lend and inducing him to lend it. It may mean persuading a public agency to exercise its discretion in a particular way. It may mean bringing a number of previously independent parties together in some new concerted endeavor and designing the structure through which they will relate. It may mean drafting an ordinance and persuading a city council to enact it. It may mean bringing and winning a lawsuit. Narrowly perceived, the lawyer specializes in dealing with law and legal institutions—as counselor, as draftsman, and as advocate. But viewed more broadly, and more accurately, he can be seen as designing and implementing techniques for affecting business, social, political, and legal institutions in order to achieve results favorable to his clients. Even when he deals with legal norms directly, it is often in an effort to change them either legislatively or judicially. Thus, the so-called law reform activities we have been discussing in reality amount to no more than providing the poor with the same kinds of professional services that private counsel have traditionally performed for those who can afford their fees.

There are those who would denigrate these wide-ranging functions, who would disdainfully label the lawyer a "hired gun." But at his best the lawyer is an activist who brings to his tasks a range of knowledge, experience, judgment, and sensitivity. The function he performs is an essential element in dynamic social and economic growth and in orderly adjustment and change. The conventional American ideology includes the conviction that economic, social, and political power can and should be widely dispersed, and that orderly accommodations are possible between competing and conflicting interests. The lawyer is an agent through whom power so dispersed can be exercised and through whom such accommodations can be achieved.

But let us advert again to the poor. If the conception here developed of the lawyer and his role is an accurate one, should we not expect to find in the disposition statistics for legal services cases some categories in addition to the conventional ones: advice only, negotiation, and litigation? Surely there is no reason to suppose that the problems of other clients may often require the lawyer to draft new legislation and press for
its passage, but that the problems of poor clients never will call for this response. Surely there is no reason to suppose that others engaged within the American legal and economic system will require assistance in planning and implementing a complex course of conduct, but that such services would be useless to the poor. Nor does it weigh against the program that lawyers who challenge government on behalf of the otherwise unrepresented are themselves funded by government. The stability of the American system, its ability to absorb stress, to change and grow, derives not alone from its openness to self-correction, but also from the devices it has developed and employed to facilitate internal checks and balances.

Viewed from this perspective, the range of law reform activities being engaged in by many of the larger legal services programs and being stimulated by the back-up centers seems not only justified, but indeed essential. Many of these activities have had immediate substantive pay-offs for poor clients. Others have made the problems of the poor and the weakness of social responses more visible. Most of them have at least tended to bring the poor closer to the mainstream of society by giving them and their lawyers experience in utilizing a fuller range of responses to real and pressing problems. All pass muster under any plausible test of professional responsibility: they are precisely the kinds of things that able and aggressive lawyers ought to be doing for the client group involved.

V

LEGAL SERVICES UNDER ATTACK

If this analysis is correct, the legal services program has during its first five years been heading in the right direction. We should at this stage be finding ways to consolidate and deepen the gains that have been made. In addition to expressing concern about low funding levels, we ought to encourage further experimentation by the Office of Legal Services with institutional arrangements stimulating more effective lawyering. One very apparent problem is the limited ability or inclination of small local offices—indeed, even larger ones operated on the conventional legal aid model—to absorb and utilize many of the techniques being developed by the back-up centers. Perhaps the Reginald Heber Smith Fellowship Program could be used to enhance the capacity of some of these offices. Today, Reggies tend to be sent in numbers to the best of the local offices, to offices where they can learn most. Perhaps these highly skilled and dedicated young lawyers should, after a period of training, be assigned instead to offices where they will be opening up to their professional colleagues the potentials of law reform. Perhaps some of the better offices in urban settings could be given special grants
to perform missionary work and provide consultant services to less vigorous offices in the hinterlands around the city where they function.

Yet as the legal services program has come of age, as it has grown stronger and increasingly successful, it has often received not greater support but more vigorous attack. State and local officials do not like to engage in the tedious exercise of hearing out irate elements of the citizenry. Most of them do not like being sued by their citizens. They like it even less when litigious citizens prevail against them and, in prevailing, bring to a halt public programs of considerable scope and assumed importance. They seem to like it least of all when the litigation that frustrates them is supported by the federal government, which may also be funding the endeavor that they, the officials, are working to carry to its completion. These are natural and understandable responses. It becomes increasingly difficult to administer public programs as the society affected by them grows increasingly complex.

The result has been a heightened tempo of opposition to an aggressive, independent legal services program. This was first felt with force in the strong support for the so-called Murphy Amendment, which would have given governors final veto power over grants by OEO to legal services units. Under present law such opposition can be expressed by hostile scrutiny of refunding applications for local programs that have instituted suits against the state on behalf of their clients. It can also be detected in a series of reorganization plans recently considered by OEO to "regionalize" or "decentralize" legal services administration. The first of these plans was dropped last fall and the second last


83. Robb, supra note 79, at 329.

84. See note 79 supra.

85. The "Regionalization Plan," set forth in a memorandum dated August 12, 1970, from Wesley L. Hjornevik, Deputy Director of OEO, to the Legal Services Director, was opposed by poverty groups, public service groups, the American Bar Association, and others. Hearings on Legal Services Program of the Office of Economic Opportunity Before the Subcomm. on Employment, Manpower, and Poverty of the Senate Comm. on Labor and Public Welfare, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. pt. 2, at 140-69, 186-236, 239-330, 564-65, passim (1970). On November 12, 1970, OEO announced that this plan would not be implemented, largely because of opposition from the organized bar. N.Y. Times, Nov. 13, 1970, at 19, col. 1. See also Memorandum from OEO Director to Senior Staff and Regional Directors re Administration of the Legal Services Program, Nov. 14, 1970.

86. The "Decentralization Plan," a modified version of the regionalization proposal, was set forth in a memorandum dated November 14, 1970, from Donald Rums-
winter because of strong opposition from the bar and other groups. Each would have conferred much of the authority now vested in the Director of the Office of Legal Services and his staff upon the ten regional directors of OEO. Since regional directors are recruited primarily to administer the highly politicized OEO community action programs, they are attuned to the need to mediate among conflicting political forces at the state and local level. Arguably, such an orientation is useful in administration of community action programs. Direct involvement of the poor in municipal political and administrative structures may not be feasible without the kind of political brokerage that can be provided by a regional director; one who has strong relationships with state and local officials and who is ready to give as well as take in working out viable arrangements may be essential if the poor are to gain a greater voice in planning and administering the political programs affecting them. A similar analysis could, of course, be pressed in support of giving regional directors power over legal services. Hypothetically, net gains might be achieved for the poor by trade-offs at the local level; aggressive legal services functions could be bartered away, for example, in return for community representation in a model cities agency. Treating legal services as but one element in a set of local engagements on behalf of the poor would thus make for greater comprehensiveness in the planning of a local strategy which took into account attendant political constraints.

But given the professional characteristics of a lawyer's work, and given the kinds of legal problems that in fact confront the poor, it would be devastating to the quality of legal services to link it directly to community action programs and related political controls. For the poor, legal problems are largely entanglements with the state and local bureaucracy. It is the state highway department, the mass transit district, or the municipal redevelopment agency that may fashion a program responsive to other interests and which may demean the environment of the poor or reduce the stock of low cost housing. It is an agency of the state that may administer a welfare program in ways denying dignity or sustenance or both to some members of the intended beneficiary group. It is a local housing authority that may administer its units

feld, OEO Director, to the Legal Services Director. Mr. Rumsfeld announced on December 12, 1970, that this plan, too, was being withdrawn because of widespread opposition. N.Y. Times, Dec. 15, 1970, at 23, col. 3.

87. See Arnold, supra note 79, at 5-8.
in ways no clientele would tolerate in a private market setting. A legal service director at the national level, if steeped in the lawyer's tradition and strongly committed to a forceful legal service program, may be able to withstand even strong pressure from state and local officials to throttle back on vigorous lawyering. It is much less likely that a regional director, closer to the source of the pressure and lacking the defenses of a professional tradition, would be able to do so.

The most troublesome aspect of the recent reorganization flurry is the implication for the future. The Murphy Amendment was not a part of the administration's program, but was offered as a floor amendment. By contrast, the comparably crippling reorganization proposals were initiated within the administration. If the concept of independent legal service does not have the ardent support of those responsible for the program, its prospects for survival are dim indeed. Administrative reorganization is not the only way in which the program could be weakened by those who run it.

Independence to act in his client's interest as he sees it is essential to the lawyer if he is to function as a lawyer at all. The legal services concept is founded, ultimately, upon the conviction that the American society, through established processes, may afford redress for many of the grievances of the poor. The intuition is that skilled professionals by invoking those processes may achieve substantive gains for the poor, rectify resource allocations which are not consistent with governing norms embodied in national policy, and decelerate the downward spiral of violence followed by repression followed by more violence by providing orderly and effective means for redressing deeply felt wrongs. A legal services program responsive to this model could not survive an omnipresent and threatening system of political checks exercised by state and local government upon the deployment of legal service resources. No lawyer can serve his clients well, or even honestly, if his activities are subject in significant degree to the control of his client's adversaries.

Recently, the American Bar Association, through its president, expressed opposition to the regionalization plan and urged OEO to "reaffirm the independent status of the Legal Services Program at all levels of administration . . . ." This position is eminently sound. If legal

88. See note 82 supra.
89. It has been reported that the administration currently has under consideration a plan to "reprivitize" the legal services program by taking it out of OEO and making it the responsibility of an independent federal corporation. Arnold, supra note 79, at 4. The details of any new reorganization plan should be critically evaluated to assure that legal services lawyers remain professionally independent and are effectively insulated from political pressures.
90. Letter from Edward L. Wright, President of the American Bar Association, to Donald Rumsfeld, OEO Director, Oct. 16, 1970.
services are to affect the quality of life of the poor, then the quality of the legal services program must not only be maintained but improved. The need is for more broadly gauged lawyering, involving the use of comprehensive impact strategies which may achieve gains for substantial segments of the poor, not for a tame and tepid program carried out by lawyers who fear reprisal if they challenge state or local government. But a quality program cannot be achieved if the independence of the legal services lawyer is sacrificed.

CONCLUSION

Professional independence is not a privilege which can be parcelled out in portions of different sizes. Its availability to all lawyers representing all interests is a precondition to the validity of any decision-making system in which advocacy plays a part. The vital social interest in protecting the professional independence of legal services lawyers has a unique call upon the interests of members of the bar. Lawyers ask of the society as a whole a unique indulgence. In the role of advocate, the lawyer seeks with force, vigor, and imagination to turn social decision-making processes to the narrowly partisan, private interests of the client he represents. For this contribution, he expects not the disdain of the society but its respect; his professional ideology insists that by serving private interests well, he serves the common interest also, for his skills serve to refine the products introduced into the marketplace of ideas in which public decisions are made. But the lawyer's vision of his function can accord with reality only if skilled, independent, and ardent advocacy can be harnessed in support of all competing conceptions from among which social choices are made. The organized bar and lawyers generally should therefore press as forcefully as they can their continued opposition to any step tending to reduce that independence and should concern themselves directly with the commitment and quality of legal services leadership and administration.

91. Lawyering of this kind is, of course, not the sole preserve of OEO funded poverty lawyers. When talented, experienced lawyers drawn from large-firm corporate or government practice become involved in developing legal strategies for the poor, the result, typically, is an impact strategy aimed at significant changes in the institutional environment of the client. See, e.g., 2 SAN FRANCISCO LAWYER'S COMM. FOR URBAN AFFAIRS ANN. REP. (1970), which indicates that during 1970 this volunteer organization, utilizing the services of just such lawyers, engaged in the following: Assisted in establishing 20 community-owned businesses, including a housing development corporation, and a feeder busline; assisted in developing 25 nonprofit projects, including a half-way house for Indian ex-convicts, a Black-area neighborhood college, and four drug treatment clinics; initiated class actions aimed at improving conditions in the county jails, setting aside restrictions on the use of methadone to treat drug addiction, and reducing racial discrimination in housing rentals.